
I’d like to plant some evergreen trees in my yard. Everyone suggests blue spruce trees. Are they the 

best option? 

Blue spruce trees are much loved and make a striking statement in the landscape. Unfortunately, they 

are over-planted as yard trees and they can develop problems as they age. They are not the perfect tree 

that everyone expects. 

Native to the Rocky Mountains, blue spruce are very hardy, drought tolerant, and site adaptable- that is 

what makes them so popular. But, they are slow growers even under ideal conditions; they will ‘adapt’ 

to most sites by just surviving, not thriving. Ideally, they grow best with abundant moisture and this is 

part of the problem – blue spruce are often planted on poor sites. This leads to stress and causes the 

trees to become susceptible to disease and insect issues. 

A disease called Cytospora canker is ubiquitous throughout the northeast and it attacks blue spruce 

trees. Lesions develop on the branches leading to dieback. Stressed blue spruce often become infected 

after about 20 years. The only control is to prune out the affected branches and this destroys the look of 

the tree. Blue spruce are also subject to infestation by spider mites and gall insects, leading to needle 

and tip dieback. 

Also keep mind that the strongly dense, pyramidal shape of the blue spruce will change as it ages. The 

branches begin to droop and the crown will thin out, giving the tree a ragged appearance. 

If your heart is set on blue spruce trees, have a soil test done to make sure the tree will thrive on the 

site. Contact Cornell Cooperative Extension for details on soil testing. Or consider a Norway spruce, our 

native white spruce, or even pine or fir trees. ALL tree species are subject to their own set of issues. 

Unfortunately, I see too many blue spruce that were planted with high expectations (and expense) on 

poor sites, leading to disappointment. 

Always remember that regardless of what tree species you decide to plant, adequate water is crucial 

during the first three years. Newly planted trees should receive a 5-gallon bucket of water at least two 

times per week during the growing season. Under drought conditions this amount should be increased. 

Evergreens should continue to be watered until the ground freezes. 

During the first three years after planting trees are in an establishment phase. Water is important to 

encourage the development of a healthy, spreading root system that has access to as many resources as 

possible. Remember this old adage about trees: ‘the first year they sleep, the second year they creep, 

and the third year they leap’! 
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